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Overview
Logan County business and community leadership are concerned about the future of their community.
Major local events have captured much attention to prioritize economic development: Siemens scaling
operations way down to relocate the bulk of the operations to a lower‐cost location in Mexico;
downsizing of AGC; announced closure of Daido Metal; and the downturn of the economy hurting
automobile sales in a local economy heavily dependent on the automobile industry. Logan County would
like to be bettered prepared to grow, diversify and sustain the local economy.
The purpose of the Economic Development Roadmap is to provide clear direction of what needs to
happen, along with tools, tips and guidance as to how to implement the plan.

Project Approach
This plan was developed through a strategic planning process focused on five questions:

To answer these questions, the project involved discovery and the actual Roadmap development. The
following list summarizes the research and analysis to prepare the plan:
•

Research of Logan County’s Baseline Economic Indicators – including data on
population growth, labor force and unemployment, income levels, distribution of
employment, retail sales figures compared to other areas, construction activity, assessed
values, municipal revenues and quality of life benchmarks. The report is presented in the
appendix.

•

Corporate Location Assessment – Based on a typical site search conducted by a site
location consultant, this assessment involved a “mock” project request for information
(RFI), analysis of proposal from the CIC and a site visit. Later in the same week of the site
visit, feedback on the proposal, site visit and Logan County’s strengths and weaknesses was
presented to a group of key stakeholders. Copies of the assessment presentation and report
are provided in the appendix.

•

Business Climate Interviews – Nine local employers were interviewed to evaluate the
assets and liabilities of running a business in Logan County. Additionally, several site
location consultants (outside Austin Consulting) were solicited for their perceptions of
Logan County. The results validated the findings of the Corporate Location Assessment and
ideas for tactics that are presented in the plan to get Logan County on the Radar Screen.

•

Stakeholder Survey – Twenty community stakeholders participated in the survey, offering
their insights and desire for changes in Logan County that leads to positive economic
sustainability.
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•

Organizational and Marketing Program Review – During the on‐site visit, CIC staff meet
with Chabin to examine marketing tools, activities and corresponding results, as well as
clarification of the budget constraints and staffing capacity to implement an aggressive
marketing plan. The findings from this process contributed to Strategic Initiatives 1.0 and
2.0 in the Roadmap.

•

Stakeholder Worksession – Twenty‐one business and community leaders attended a four‐
hour interactive worksession to see the Baseline Economic Indicators Report, hear the
results of the Corporate Location Assessment, local employer interviews and stakeholder
survey. The meeting culminated with the stakeholders identifying critical issues and priority
initiatives that influenced the direction of this Roadmap.

•

Target Industry Study – Leveraging Logan County’s extensive automobile industry cluster,
other potential industries that utilize similar skill sets as those employed in the auto cluster
were researched by matching occupations. Additional screening on growth indicators and
the capabilities identified in the Corporate Location Assessment led to the final list of
recommended target industries. Refer to Strategic Initiative 4.1 and the full Target Industry
Study Report (separate document) for results of the study.

All of this discovery, assessment and analysis leads to an understanding of what needs to be
accomplished to support a healthy business climate and invigorating economic development effort in
Logan County. This plan addresses what specific actions need to be taken and why they are important to
the prosperity of Logan County’s economy long‐term.

Goals
The implementation of the Economic Development Roadmap will:
♦

Create an effective team, with well‐defined roles and responsibilities, to coordinate business
resources;

♦

Gain top‐of‐mind awareness of Logan County’s assets that translate into advantages for
businesses;

♦

Engage local employers and facilitate solutions to support their needs;

♦

Procure existing business expansions within the county;

♦

Increase conversion of leads to wins;

♦

Generate differentiation for Logan County through innovation and entrepreneurship;

♦

Demonstrate value to CIC investors; and

♦

Ultimately achieving long‐term diversification and sustainability of the local economy.

Plan of Action
This five‐year Economic Development Roadmap is composed of five main initiatives:
1.0 Organize to Compete – getting your team and tools in place
2.0 Radar Screen – developing materials and tools to raise awareness of Logan County’s assets and
business resources
3.0 Taking Care of Our Own – implementing a proactive business retention and expansion program to
support local industrial employers
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4.0 Competitive Business Attraction – handling leads that will increase Logan County’s opportunities
to win jobs and investment
5.0 Growing Our Own – supporting a culture of entrepreneurship and nurturing business start‐ups
Following is a detailed outline of the Roadmap’s strategic initiatives and tactics:
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This plan will focus efforts for results, beginning with organization and marketing preparedness, and
enhancing foundational programs for retaining and expanding the existing employment base,
complimented with competitive business attraction and initiatives to spur entrepreneurship. The plan
has been scaled to the CIC’s current budget and staffing level. At a future date, when this plan has been
fully implemented, it is appropriate to update the plan and build on the success of completing this plan.
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1.0 Organize to Compete
The Organize to Compete initiatives focus on
internal coordination, resources, tools and
communications that, when aligned and primed,
will enhance the capacity to proactively
implement
the
Economic
Development
Roadmap. This foundational work will equip the
CIC and partners to better retain local jobs and
compete more effectively against other areas.
Collaborations and tangible results from these
tactics will result in distinguishable advantages
for the CIC to market as part of the Business
Case.

The following tactics are covered in this section:
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1.1 TEAM LOGAN
Objectives

Mobilize a team of experts and align with a front‐line point‐of‐contact
that local employers and business attraction clients can work with to
access resources and meaningful, relevant information, under strict
confidentiality. As a result, Logan County will be a primed location for
business success.

Why this initiative is
important

Professional economic developers rely on many external organizations
and individuals to satisfy the needs of local employers and clients.
Coordination of the delivery of promised services, despite the CIC not
being able to actually provide the services, guarantees satisfied clients.
Site location consultants, business owners and managers have an
expectation of confidentiality in all communications. Otherwise they will
not trust working with anyone from Logan County and choose to do
business elsewhere.

Current Situation

The CIC operates with a staff of one person. Partnership with the
Chamber of Commerce has helped to augment the CIC staff. However, no
formal coordination of service providers is in place.

Action Steps



Identify possible team members who have expertise in one or more
specific areas: workforce development who help with hiring and
training programs, utilities (energy, telecommunications, water,
waste water systems, solid waste); transportation (especially rail);
education; financial resources (funding programs and local bankers);
local employers; county and city staff involved in permitting process,
fire, safety; local real estate brokers; property owners; elected
officials; Chamber of Commerce; Ohio Department of Development
representatives for Region 1; local health and medical services.



Your team should be experts in their fields who can address issues
and provide information useful to the client seeking a location.
Attributes of a good team member include:

1. Identify Team Members

o
o
o
o

2. Invite Participation

3. Orientation

A sense of hospitality
Knowledge of the community
Articulate spokespersons
Good listeners



Send a letter of invitation to participate on Team Logan (or whatever
name your desire). An example letter is provided in the appendix.



Follow‐up with a personal phone call to confirm interest and
participation. Engage CIC Board Members to make calls and extend
invitation.



Hold an orientation meeting which will:
Define their roles and responsibilities.
o
Request information on business resources, services and tools for
2.2 Business Resources initiative.
Review policies, especially confidentiality and client handling.
o




Provide a venue to prepare team members what to expect on a site
visit.
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1.1 TEAM LOGAN

4. Customize Team to Client
Needs

5. Ongoing Updates – Keep
Volunteers Engaged

6. Appreciation &
Celebrations



Discuss protocol for working with clients as part of this team.



Note: As new team members are added or replacing others, be sure
to review the Team Orientation with each new member.



For some clients, team members may be asked to sign a
confidentiality statement.



Not every team member will need to be involved in every client
meeting. Team members should be engaged based on the businesses’
needs and issues.



Explain this situation to the team in orientation so that they do not
feel left out on a project. Fundamentally, the client drives the project,
not the team.

As a result of different team members being involved in different projects,
it is important to provide regular updates on team activities. Hold a
quarterly meeting where all team members are invited to review project
activity. This way they will feel included and be knowledgeable of what is
going on. In the beginning the update meetings may be focused on
progress made with the Roadmap.


Provide updates on prospects, expansions and high‐risk retention
projects.



Offer time for team members to share updates on their areas of
expertise. Perhaps a new program or service they are now providing.



Send “thank you” letters, signed by CIC Board Chairperson, to anyone
who takes time to work on the team, especially if they met with a
business.



Recognize team members publicly when a company chooses to locate
or expand in Logan County. Add names to news releases and
speeches during groundbreaking and ribbon cutting events.



Be sure to invite the entire team to celebrate successes. If there is a
groundbreaking or ribbon cutting, invite all team members. This will
show the new or expanding businesses that they are appreciated and
valued in the community.

Responsibility

Initiate team development and updates by Director

Budget

Nominal costs for sending letters and meetings

Timeline

Begin Month 1 and continue on‐going
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1.2 BUSINESS RESOURCES
Objectives

Assemble a “tool box” of business resources to be prepared to deliver
relevant and valuable service to local employers and prospects.

Why this initiative is
important

Many programs can be offered by a variety of organizations at the
federal, state and local levels. In most cases, businesses have difficulty
find programs that they can actually use to solve their issues or create
business opportunities. The maze of resources needs to be organized into
a clear path.

Current Situation

A directory of business resources is not currently available. The CIC is
developing a new website which would be the ideal venue to share these
resources.

Action Steps

This tactic in the Roadmap is to gather information and identify gaps. In
Section 2.2, more detail is provided on how to best present this
information on the CIC website.

1. Research



A Business Resources Inventory Form is available in the appendix.
Working with Team Logan, research services available to support
business needs.



For specialty resources, such as financing programs and incentives
you may also want to share the sample templates provided in the
appendix.



It is important to review information and summarize it into a format
that is directed at your target audiences (local employers and
business attraction prospects). Sample templates are available in the
appendix for organizing and presenting the information in such a
manner that businesses are not required to “weed” through piles of
program materials.



Provide the program brochures, websites and applicable applications
and forms as background information. On a website, they can be
created as links to enhance the quality of information of information
you provide. However, a clear, concise description of every resource
and program is important to enable quality service.

3. Updates



Schedule specific dates you will review and update this information.
In most cases, an annual review with the service provider is
adequate. Utilize the Team Logan meetings for more frequent
updates.

Responsibility

Director and Team Logan (economic development partners)

Budget

Staff time only

Timeline

Begin Month 1 and on‐going updates

2. Organization of
Information
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1.3 CONTACT DATABASE [TOOL]
Objectives

Effectively track client activity, including follow‐up service by the CIC and
partners.

Why this initiative is
important

A contact database is important on two fronts: 1.) making sure that
clients receive not only all information and services, but that it is
delivered on‐time – so nothing promised falls through the cracks; and 2.)
reporting of accomplishments. This tool will maximize time management
efficiencies so that additional reports and task lists do not need to be
duplicated.

Current Situation

The CIC is not using a database to track local employer visits and business
attraction leads.

Action Steps

Chabin reviews many tools available on the market that may be useful to
economic development professionals. In the category of contact
databases (a.k.a. CRM), Executive Pulse is the best product on the
market. It has been developed to meet the needs of economic
development programs in Business Retention/Expansion and Business
Attraction.

1. Purchase Executive Pulse

It is a web‐based system – no software installation required. Your entire
team can have a seat on the system (at no extra charge) with controls to
limit access for confidentiality. One of the program’s key benefits is the
ability to review if follow‐up with clients has been completed. As a result
this database equips the CIC and partners with a monitoring system so
that all clients receive timely services.


Fliers on Executive Pulse are provided in the appendix.



Contact Laith Ward, President, Executive Pulse, Tel. (866) 397‐8573,
Email: lwardi@e‐pulse.net [or Chabin Concepts] to order:
o
o
o

Basic System (BRE)
Prospecting/Business Recruitment Module
Entrepreneurial/Start‐up Development Module

2. Training



Schedule and conduct a training sessions by Executive Pulse with
Team Logan. Executive Pulse has developed a very effective series of
webinars to come up to speed quickly with the technology without
overwhelming anyone. The training is included in the price of the
system.

3. Upload Content



Load local employers to database.



Load active business attraction leads (last 12 – 6 months).



Request Team Logan to load any missing contacts to database. Be
careful of duplicating records.
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1.3 CONTACT DATABASE [TOOL]
4. Maintenance

To utilize the full benefit of the contact database as an efficiency tool, it
will be important to adopt a new habit of regularly using the database.
All activities with local employers and business attraction leads need to
be recorded. The benefit is comprehensive tracking of all activities for
reporting all you do. Additionally, building a history of timely service
contributes to increased respect of the CIC and local economic
development team.


CIC should set a positive example for partners with constant use of
Executive Pulse.



Director encourages maintenance of contact information by Team
Logan.

Responsibility

Director leads effort, but responsibility of all economic development
partners to honor confidentiality and maintain database information.

Budget

Year 1: $10,500
Annual Anniversary Fee: $1,575
[Executive Pulse 2009 Pricing included in the appendix]

Timeline

Purchase in Month 1.
Schedule training as soon as possible; could be held with the Team Logan
Project Kick‐off Meeting.
On‐going updates and usage.
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1.4 REPORTING OF RESULTS
Objectives

Report accomplishments to CIC Board, funders, economic development
partners and community at‐large.

Why this initiative is
important

The CIC may accomplish very good things but without a strategy to
communicate progress and success, the work may not be recognized. It is
common for communities to put high expectations on economic
development organizations for an abundance of groundbreakings and
ribbon cutting events. The reality is that successful economic
development efforts yield results from consistently implementing a
strategic plan of action and new business announcements are less
frequent occurrences.

Current Situation

The Director is doing many of the right things but few people understand
the full extent of CIC activities.
It is also confusing for staff and stakeholders to differentiate between
CIC and Chamber initiatives. Although the Chamber is a supportive
partner with the CIC, there appears to be duplication of reported
accomplishments at both organizations.

Action Steps
1. Roadmap Milestones

Once adopted, it will be important to show progress made on plan
initiatives.
Audience: CIC Board, economic development partners (Team Logan, local
employers, Logan County Board of Supervisors)

2. Annual Report



Develop a report template of Roadmap tactics, including timeline,
responsibility, percent complete, and any comments on
accomplishments.



Be sure to include tangible specifics – e.g. the number of people who
attend team Logan Kick‐off Meeting.



Use the Milestone Report to communicate progress,
accomplishments, any challenges interfering with progress, and to
solicit needed assistance.

The CIC is preparing an Annual Report that only presents financial
information. Although financial reporting is required for a tax exempt
organization, the CIC is missing out on an opportunity to gain support for
initiatives and share successes.
Audience: CIC Board, economic development partners, Logan County
community at‐large


At the end of the fiscal year, create a report of accomplishments.
Suggested content:
o
o
o

Number of businesses the CIC met with or provided service to
Count of business attraction clients in portfolio (no names)
Feature stories on any businesses (local employers or newly
attracted companies) ‐ company profile, how the CIC helped
them, pictures, feedback on service and Logan County from
company leadership. These features should be the focus of the
annual report.
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1.4 REPORTING OF RESULTS
Update on Roadmap accomplishments – communicating the CIC
is committed to a strategy and carrying out a strategic action
plan to accomplish economic goals for sustainability and
diversification.
o
List of CIC Board Members and Staff
o
Message from CIC Board Chairperson
o
Audited financials
Initially, to keep costs low, this document can be published in‐house
using branded templates (described in 2.4). Long‐term the CIC may
wish to professionally design and print the Annual Report.
o





The Annual Report should be released at a CIC Annual Meeting.
Featured companies can be recognized (link to tactics 3.3 Business
Recognition Program)

Extra copies of the Annual Report can be used with prospects if feature
companies are included. Your prospects are most interested in reading
and hearing success stories about other companies.
3. Local News Releases

Throughout the year, prepare news releases regarding progress made on
the strategic plan, explaining how the accomplishments benefit the local
community.
Audience: Logan County community at‐large
Tips for news releases:


Follow “AP Style”. The Associated Press Stylebook can be purchased
online.



No attachments: Write the release in the body of the email. Do not
send attachments. Do not include graphic backgrounds in your email.
Direct the recipient to your website for photos, background material,
etc., or say that they are available upon request.



Minimize formatting: Some recipients receive non‐html email, which
means that any text formatting (bold, italic, sizes, colors) will be lost.



Contact info: Include an email address and a phone contact. Place
contact info at bottom of email release instead of top.



Sender address: Send from a recognizable email address.



Subject header: Use a compelling, informative subject header. A
vague or obscure header may not be opened as the reporter scans
through hundreds of emails.



Keywords: If the press release will be posted on the website, include
keywords most likely to be searched in the body of the story. Rule of
thumb: use maximum of three keywords or phrases and repeat them
two to three times in the story. Use the most popular word in the
headline.
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1.4 REPORTING OF RESULTS


SPAM‐proof it: Avoid the features that SPAM filters block: ALL CAPS;
excessive punctuation, such as $$$; words such as free, guarantee,
credit card, and sex; red text. Thus, headlines in email releases
should be in upper and lower case.

Blind copy: Use the blind copy feature if mass mailing, both to avoid
sharing email addresses and to make the recipient feel “special.”


Email vs. Snail Mail? A majority of journalists now prefer e‐mail;
however it is best to ask the individual journalist what he or she
prefers.



Personalize the address: Address it to a specific person (not “news
director”) with the name spelled correctly.



Prepare for media calls: Inform anyone mentioned in release that
they may be receiving inquiries; provide them with the information
to respond knowledgeably and professionally.



Timing: (Times below are based on when the reporter receives the
release; allow extra time if mailing): General news: 24‐to‐48 hour
turnaround



Thank you: Send a thank you to the reporter for any published
articles.

Responsibility

Director, with input from CIC Board.

Budget



Annual Report, for professional graphic design, layout and 4‐color
printing of 1,000 copies: $10,000

Timeline



Roadmap Milestone Report: Monthly or Quarterly, corresponding
with CIC Board meetings



Annual Report: Annually, after close of fiscal year



New Releases: Begin with news release to announce adoption plan
and updates at the conclusion of major milestone(s) accomplished.
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2.0 Radar Screen
Communities often want to know, how do we get the
attention of site selectors and companies? The Radar Screen
initiatives will equip the CIC and partners with what
messages to communicate and how to package Logan
County’s assets in a compelling way that attracts attention.
New cutting‐edge tools will be utilized to most
professionally present this information.
The following tactics are covered in this section:

“In an era of limited resources and
intense global competition, ideas and
technologies that can be easily accessed
from anywhere in the world are NOT a
foundation for competitive advantage.
A community needs to compete based
on local talent, access to quality
education, and availability of risk
capital, high-quality information,
infrastructure and public policies
supporting economic development and
other factors critical for business,
innovation and emerging technology.”
Scott Stern,
Kellogg School of Management
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2.1 KEY MESSAGE PLATFORM
Objectives

Distinctly position Logan County in the minds of your target audiences.

Why this initiative is
important

A key message platform helps guide content for marketing, in order to
send a clear, consistent and compelling message to various audiences.
Without focus of your message, your pitch can sound the same as other
competitive communities. The result… nothing is memorable.

Current Situation

The CIC is working on a tag line: “Bring your company’s performance to
its highest level by locating at the highest point in Ohio.” Although this
statement focuses on your geographic differentiation, it does not fully
capture Logan County’s assets. With the comprehensive research to
develop this plan and initiatives to package Logan County’s strengths, the
message will become clearer and stronger.

Action Steps

Key Messages define the key factors that differentiate the region, or add
to your value proposition for businesses. Key messages focus on
informing, conveying benefits and creating an image of why the region is
different than other areas – they promote the strong, unique assets of
the region.

1. Adopt Key Message
Concepts



Use 3 to 4 core messages to focus communications of why the region
is different. Use these in all communications and marketing
materials. They are a guide for development and production of
communications and marketing materials.



Based on the Discovery Phase of this project, including business
interviews, external perception interviews, the corporate location
assessment, the following key messages are recommended for
adoption. The wording is not as critical as the concepts.

Key Message 1: Advanced manufacturing culture fostering the next
generation of skilled workers
Key Message 2: Entrepreneurial and enterprising opportunities realized
here
Key Message 3: Rural Americana lifestyle and benefits
2. Align and Document Proof
Points

Proof points differentiate, qualify and substantiate the key messages.
Examples:
Key Message 1: Advanced manufacturing culture fostering the next
generation of skilled workers


Ohio Hi‐Point Career Center – programs offered, document
graduates going to work in local companies



Training programs (Community College and others) utilized by local
employers – what they are being training on, etc.



Percentage of workforce employed in manufacturing compared to
state and U.S.
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2.1 KEY MESSAGE PLATFORM
Key Message 2: Entrepreneurial and enterprising opportunities realized
here
Companies that started in Logan County (i.e. West Ohio Tool and
World Class Plastics)
Key Message 3: Rural Americana lifestyle and benefits
o

Affordability of housing prices – compare to Columbus
Quotes form employers regarding employees easier to hire who
like rural communities
o
Access to recreation amenities
These examples are only a start. You will need to continually add to
the proof points – adding benefits and value propositions that a
business receives when locating or expanding in the region. Proof
points are not stagnant; they are dynamic and constantly changing.
Proof points offer marketing opportunities. Proof points build your
marketing arsenal around the key messages by substantiating with
fact. Involve local employers, Team Logan and other economic
development partners to augment the proof point lists.
o
o



Create a binder for each key message and begin to collect more proof
points, stories and photos to be used in future marketing.
3. Assemble Images To
Support Each Message

4. Positioning Statement



For each Key Message and corresponding proof points, assemble
photos that illustrate the message. Illustrations are a strong way to
send a message. Label and date all photos.



Secure permission for use of any person included in photos.



Organize photo library by key message to promote consistent
messages.

A positioning statement, often referred to as a tagline, provides focus
and direction for communications – intended to grab the attention of a
client or prospect and create one salient point they will remember.


We advise the existing tag line be simplified in order to
accommodate flexible use of the concept to build a compelling
message:

Achieve high level performance at the highest point in Ohio, Logan
County…


Augment with the tagline with featured message or all key messages
to add compelling content. For example:

Achieve high level performance with the next generation of skilled
workers, an enterprising spirit grown in Rural Americana, at the highest
point in Ohio, Logan County.
The focus of the tagline should be high level performance and then tie
the performance to Logan County’s strengths and business assets. For
instance,
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2.1 KEY MESSAGE PLATFORM
How does the auto cluster reach its highest performance in Logan
County?
o
o
o

5. Elevator Pitch



Reason 1
Reason 2
Reason 3

Develop an elevator pitch based on your positioning statement and
key messages.
Usually 25 words or less that is possible to deliver in 30 seconds,
or the time it takes someone to ride in an elevator,
o
Highlight all key messages.
o
Make intriguing for a person to ask questions.
o
Every person on your team will have a slightly different style in
delivering the elevator pitch but the content should be
consistently based on your three key messages.
o
The elevator may be expanded, as conversation develops, with
stories and examples related to audience’s interests.
We recommend that the development of your pitch occur within an
interactive meeting of Team Logan and the CIC Board.
o



Present Key Messages, assembled proof points
o
Solicit more proof points.
o
Discuss ideas and encourage group to take ownership of key
messages; adjust as necessary with group discussion. Again it is
about the concepts not the specific wording.
o
Practice elevator pitches based on the positioning statement and
key messages.
Consistently reinforce these messages in conversations describing
Logan County, client presentations and marketing materials.
o



Responsibility

Initiative lead by Director. Active participation from team Logan and CIC
Board critical to consistent messaging.

Budget

Staff time only.

Timeline

Initiate month two. Team Logan and CIC Board meetings within first
quarter of plan implementation. On‐going updates and usage.
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2.2 INTERNET PRESENCE [TOOLS]
Objectives

Establish a professional and valuable resource that provides service 24/7
to all target audiences and economic development partners.

Why this initiative is
important

In today’s competitive market, if an economic development group does
not present the right information in an accessible format they will be
eliminated from location and expansion decisions. Additionally, there is
increasing expectations for on‐demand information. Waiting until
someone is available by phone is no longer adequate.
If the internet is fully utilized it can serve as an additional staff person,
who works 24/7 providing information and answering questions. An
effective website will extend the CIC staff of one to be able to accomplish
more in‐person activities.

Current Situation

The CIC has had a limited web presence, practically hidden on the Logan
County Chamber of Commerce website. Although Chambers can be lead
organizations for a community’s economic development activities, this is
not the case in Logan County.
Currently in development is a new CIC website. Chabin has reviewed the
new website and provided feedback on its strengths and weaknesses as
well and recommendations for enhancement.

Action Steps



Refer to the appendix for the report entitled, “Website Review:
Logan County CIC”. The new CIC website was assessed based on the
findings from a recent Website User Study conducted by Chabin
Concepts and Austin Consulting. The review includes a scorecard and
Action Plan for enhancements.



Work with webmaster to implement recommended improvements
details in the report.



Develop timeline for improvements and data to be researched and
uploaded to website.

1. Content

2. Data Tables

3. Website Software

The review highlighted the need for more specific data, structured in a
manner that site selector and businesses seek data.


Purchase EDsuite Expansion Set, Advanced Level. Chabin Concepts
has developed HTML formatted data templates which outline
specific priority data that should be included on a competitive
economic development website. See product information sheet in
appendix for full list of tables.



Chabin will research the data. These tables will be provided in HTML;
your system administrator can then copy/paste them to your site. If
you purchase the EDsuite Proposal Tool, the tables will be provided
in the EDsuite Library; this will allow you to incorporate them
directly into proposals as well as using them on your website.

Because the CIC has negotiated a very competitive price with a local
webmaster, we do not recommend additional software for a content
management program. At a later date, it should be considered to
upgrade the website platform to EDsuite 2.0, enabling CIC staff to update
content directly on the website.
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2.2 INTERNET PRESENCE [TOOLS]
4. Search Optimization

5. Google Adwords



Refer to the appendices for the report entitled, “Search Optimization
Recommendations” which provides an explanation and tips.



Integrate key words into website text; revise meta tags



Request reciprocal links from all economic development partners
and resources organizations.



Pursue Google Adwords (see below)



Write several ads to try out. Headline max. 25 characters; Body max.
2 lines, 35 characters each. Ads should be narrowly focused and
directly related to the landing page; i.e., whatever page they click to
from the ad should immediately fulfill the promise of the ad or the
user will leave.



Go to https://adwords.google.com/ and create an account. Screen
shots of this page and pages related to the following steps are
presented in the appendix.



Creating the account will allow you to retrieve code that your IT
person can insert into your website to integrate Google Adwords
with Google Analytics (an application that measures activity on your
website). This is highly recommended, as it allows you to see
whether people are staying on your site once they click through the
ads.



Follow the instructions to create the ad, bid on keywords, and
specify geographic targeting (the ad appears only on computers
searching from the locations you specific).
o

o

o

o

You can bid on keywords that don’t appear in your ad, but they
should be closely related to the content. This is a good
opportunity to capture people who misspell place names, etc.,
because the keywords are used to determine when your ad will
appear, but the keywords themselves remain invisible. You only
pay when someone clicks on your ad, so you can try out a
number of keywords without penalty, as long as they are related
to your ad and website.
You can specify a maximum daily bid amount for each campaign.
You will probably find that you will spend more at the beginning
and then bring it down as you discover what works and
eliminate the ineffective ads/targeting.
You can specify that the ads appear on the Search and/or
Content Network. In Search, the ads appear to the right or at the
top of the search results page, both in Google and in websites
that use the Google Search engine (the ads appear when the
keywords match the search); the Content Network consists of
websites that have agreed to display Google ads adjacent to
content (when the content on the page matches your keywords,
your ad will be rotated in).
“Display URL” is your home page (it’s what’s visible in the ad);
however you can set that link to actually go to any page in your
site (your “Destination URL”).
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2.2 INTERNET PRESENCE [TOOLS]


Use Ad Variations to A/B test alternate headlines or body copy.



Use Campaigns to set up separately themed ads (e.g., one campaign
may be focused on industrial land and another may be focused on a
target industry). You can specify unique landing pages for each
campaign.



Once the ads are up and running, use the Campaign Summary tab in
Google AdWords and the metrics in Google Analytics (if activated) to
analyze:
Which ads get the most clicks
o
Which keywords get the most clicks
o
Whether content network and search are producing equally
successful results
o
Which ads/keywords result in the most activity on your website
(e.g., time spent, number of pages, requests for info, etc.)
o
Whether some geographic locations are more successful than
others
o
Whether bids should be raised or lowered
Here are some other rules established by Google:
o



Max. one exclamation mark per ad; not in headline
o
No character shortcuts (e.g., 4 U)
o
No ALL CAPS for emphasis
o
No repetition (deals, deals, deals)
o
No generic call to action (click here); okay if related to site
content
o
No superlatives (e.g., best, #1) unless verified on website
Competitive claims must be supported on website
o



Responsibility

Initiative led by Director. Support from webmaster.

Budget



Data Tables: $5,900

The CIC can request research updates every year, however the budget
only includes the research for Year 1 of the plan. Some organizations
with minimal staff outsource this research on an annual basis.

Timeline



Google Adwords: $300‐400/month



Immediately review report and share with webmaster. Ongoing
updates every month, quarter, annual depending on data. Frequent
updates enhance search engine rankings.



When data and links are complete on website, initiate Google
Adwords. Goal is 3Q 2009.
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2.3 ELECTRONIC PROPOSAL SYSTEM [TOOL]
Objectives

Increase professional presentation of proposals and follow‐on
information.

Why this initiative is
important

The first impression a community can make on a client is critical to
shaping a positive perception of the area. Using a cutting‐edge tool to
deliver proposals is one way to update the image of Logan County. Many
communities deliver proposals via email only to learn that the email is
blocked by the intended addressee’s system because the attachment is
too large.
Any technology that can enhance the productivity of an organization
with only one staff person is an added bonus.

Current Situation

The CIC prepares proposals as PDF documents and emails to clients. No
design is in place to present a branded image of Logan County.

Action Steps

The EDsuite Online Proposal System is a recommended addition to your
website. This cutting‐edge tool provides a new standard in prospect
communication and proposal delivery. There is no more need to email
large files that could be blocked from your client’s email system.
Guaranteed to increase speed of delivery while decreasing the cost of
traditional hardcopy methods. Supply and impress your prospects with
lightning fast delivery and professional appeal. Interacting seamlessly
with your existing website, the EDsuite system allows communities to
create, deliver, and monitor proposals from any PC with an internet
connection. Additional benefit to the CIC is the ability to see when your
proposal has been reviewed by the client. This monitoring capability will
enable better quality follow‐up with your clients.
Sample screen shots of proposals and the internet tool are presented in
the appendix.


Purchase the Online Proposal System from Justin Rector, EDsuite, tel.
(866) 290‐3277, Email: justin@edsuite.com



Schedule training with Chabin Concepts.

Responsibility

Initiative led by Director. Support from webmaster.

Budget

Online Proposal System, Year 1: $2,998
Annual License for following years: $1,599

Timeline



Month 1: purchase and training



Ongoing use for business attraction proposals and providing custom
follow‐up information to local employers and after a site visit for a
business attraction client.
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2.4 PACKAGING & FULLFILLMENT
Objectives

Enhance Logan County’s image with consistent branded marketing
materials. These tools will be used for implementation of Strategic
Initiatives 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0

Why this initiative is
important

Although the plan heavily focuses on the CIC website as a marketing tool,
printed communications will be needed to convey a consistent look.

Current Situation

The CIC is only using a few fliers and a community profile as collateral
materials. The Community Profile is branded for ODOD and not Logan
County.

Action Steps



Create a style guide describing allowed uses of the brand, including:

1. Style Guide



Color – the specific PMS®, CYMK, and RGB color specifications
allowed; if and when two‐color or one‐color versions are acceptable;
may also include acceptable or non‐approved secondary or accent
colors that should be used.



Font or Typography – the specific approved typeface and/or typeface
family; acceptable or recommended accompanying typefaces.



Placement – how and where elements should be placed on or within
materials (e.g., some graphics that are always centered and top
aligned; the alignment on letterhead or templates, etc.).



Scale – the size and dimensions of typography and/or graphic
elements including the relative amount of white space that should
surround any particular element; the minimum allowable size.



Digital formats – what type of format should be used and when; e.g.:
1) when to use a tiff, jpg, or eps file; 2) the appropriate resolution or
dpi; (3) the appropriate format for a professional printer, color laser
printer, ink jet printer, presentations, websites, etc.



Incorrect uses –e.g., altering the proportion or angle, rearranging or
modifying any of the elements, embellishing by adding non‐
approved type or elements, using non‐approved colors, adding non‐
approved graphic elements, placement and/or alignment with other
copy or competing graphic elements, backgrounds, etc.



Photography – stipulate the resolution and format of photography
for print and for digital uses; the style guide should be extended to
include acceptable subject matter and composition to ensure it
reinforces your brand and key messages (e.g., lighting, exposure,
background images, silhouetted subjects, duotone, people vs. places
or things, use of line art or illustrations). If possible, a photo library
should be developed and maintained on the website.



All regional partners should be informed of and commit to consistent
use of the style guide.
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2.4 PACKAGING & FULLFILLMENT
2. Branded Sheets



Based on the style guide, hire a design firm to develop branded sheet
(blank sheets that carry out the theme of your brand). This would be
similar to letterhead, but with more color, with the website url as
the only contact information on the sheet. The branded sheets are
used to prepare customized information packets and materials, on‐
demand instead of printing brochures that could be out of date the
day they are printed.



To carry out the brand in electronic format, hire the design firm to
also prepare a branded PowerPoint Template consistent with the
branded sheets.

3. Branded Folders



Despite many resources being available online, there will be need for
a folder to provide information to clients. Hire a design firm to
design and print branded folders. Consider a non‐traditional format,
such as a file folder with tab Logan County Community Improvement
Corporation; closed sides.

4. Branded Note Cards



Hand‐written notes are rare occasions in today’s fast‐paced
electronic age. A personal note, inscribed by hand, makes a positive
impression because your competitors are not doing this. Hire a
design firm to design and print a note card that illustrates your key
messages.



Print envelopes with return address.

5. Branded Post‐It Notes



To extend your brand and provide a venue for a personal note or
comment, print branded Post‐It Notes that are consistent with your
style guidelines.

Responsibility

Director leads initiative. Board selects design firm. Encourage input from
board (perhaps a sub‐committee) on the printed materials so everyone is
happy with the results.

Budget



Style guide: $500‐1,000



Design and Printing of Branded Materials: $10,000 ‐15,000

Timeline

Begin design process Q2, after completion of 2.1 Key Messages Initiative.
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2.5 BUSINESS CASE
Objectives

A compelling business case for each new target industry cluster and the
existing auto cluster that demonstrates the value proposition of a Logan
County location for each specific industry.

Why this initiative is
important

To differentiate Logan County from other competitors, a Business Case is
recommended. The business case is focused on promoting the assets and
value proposition that the region offers to specific target audiences.
Most regions and communities promote their community, features and
programs − not that those are not important − but a business case
markets the assets that will contribute to making a business’s bottom‐
line success. It offers a clear, compelling case of why a business should be
considering your region for a location.
A business case answers the question, “Why should I locate my business
in Logan County, Ohio, instead of somewhere else?”

Current Situation

Data has not been assembled into a business case. Without target
industries in place, the marketing approach has been shotgun. No
industry research is formally organized.

Action Steps

Gain an understanding of specific industry sector needs through
research. Potential sources for information include:

1. Industry Intelligence

2. Research Unique Assets



First Research (www.firstresearch.com) ‐ synthesizes hundreds of
sources into an easy to digest format to quickly understand a
prospect’s or client’s business issues



Industry journals



News articles



Industry tradeshows and conferences



Interviews with local businesses within industry sector (or local
association of the industry sector)



Seek information on industry trends from site consultants, brokers,
developers and industry consultants during networking meetings.

With clear understanding of the industries needs, near term and long
term, begin to define your unique assets. Use outline (in appendix) as a
guide of assets to consider.
Drill down into what is unique, new and specifically differentiates your
community from others in this industry sector. Focus research in the
following areas:


Innovations and research resources in the region (universities,
research centers, patents, tech transfer)



Technology transfer



Collaborations and industry associations – not just in your
community but those of value to your businesses (i.e. state
associations)



Special industry‐specific programs



Rankings relevant to accomplishments in industry sector
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2.5 BUSINESS CASE
3. Location Factors

4. Feature Companies

Organize relevant location factors for the specific industry needs


List of existing employers for this industry



Location /Market Access: demonstrate location advantages; focus on
distance to relevant markets and suppliers



Labor Shed: focus on availability of specific skill sets to support this
industry, wages (entry level and experienced), industry‐specific
training programs, productivity measurements for this industry
sector, union activity in this sector



Real Estate: business parks (including infrastructure strengths) and
specialty facilities to particularly accommodate this industry



Access to resources: suppliers, funding



Business climate factors that make it easier for this industry to do
business in your area



Cost analysis customized for typical operations in this sector



Industry‐specific incentive programs: provide a simple overview with
relevant specifics; case studies also illustrate the benefits and savings

Gather information on industry leaders in your area, including:


What they manufacture



Their innovations and patents



Rankings



Websites

5. Fast Facts

Summarize key differentiation proof points – what sets your community
apart

6. Value Proposition

Based on the outcomes of your research (above) prepare:

7. Review



Background: industry sub‐sector description and summary of specific
needs



Market Overview: description of industry sector in your community



Value Proposition: Articulate the thesis of why this industry will
experience success in your community. The Business Case facts and
resources should support this statement as proof points.

Review the Business Case to align proof points in support of the
(industry‐specific) value proposition.


Does the research support the value proposition?



Do the value proposition and proof points differentiate your
community from the competition and answer the question why your
community is the location of choice?



If the answer is “on” to either question, dig deeper into your
research, rephrase your value proposition and/or develop a strategy
to enhance your assets.
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2.5 BUSINESS CASE
8. Continue to Build the
Business Case

9. Using the Business Case

Continue to build the Business Case:


Engage partners to ensure new programs, services, announcements,
discoveries are included in the business case as they happened.



Post findings from reports that are relative to this industry, advise
partners.



Post articles on local businesses.



Create news pitches or press release from evolution of this growing
industry – business expansions, a business that is highlight in a news
article, new discoveries, new programs, new services – how the
industry is changing the world. This will continue to support that you
are a leader in this industry and this is where it will happen.



Meet with partners and local industry once a year to update the
Business Case.



Develop one or two case studies on local firms in the cluster.



Post new information to website.



Use an updated industry profile or case studies as part of direct mail.

After you have completed the research, there are several options for
implementation of the business case.


Industry Webpage — 1st priority. Prepare webpage for each industry
sector that provides a more comprehensive business case than the
brochure. Spotlight background, market overview, value proposition,
unique assets, fast facts, feature companies with links to relevant
locations factors (data points, maps, etc.). The Internet is a tool for
presenting extensive information in a clear manner with the use of
links and downloads.



Business Case Brochure — a fact‐based, straight‐forward
presentation of the value proposition and most compelling evidence
to support it. Emphasis should be on the market overview, value
proposition, unique assets, fast facts and feature companies.



One Page Business Case – use as insert to brochure or direct mail.



Case Studies — Prepare case studies on feature companies and
present on website, send to targets via direct mail, etc.



Competitive Proposals — Research of industry intelligence and
corresponding business case evidence should be integrated into
customized proposals for clients.

Responsibility

Director leads initiative, with research input from Team Logan and local
employers.

Budget

Staff time only. Website updates is first priority. Information for hard‐
copies can be developed for on‐demand printing; prepare information in‐
house and print on branded sheets. This approach enables the most
current information to be available and not waste a printing budget on
out‐of‐date information.

Timeline

Q2, after Team Logan has been organized.
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2.6 MEDIA KIT
Objectives

Have basic information ready for media requests.

Why this initiative is
important

In order to maximize publicity opportunities, economic developers must
be prepared with the right information.

Current Situation

The CIC has not developed a media kit.

Action Steps



Using the branded collateral developed in 2.4 Packaging &
Fulfillment, prepare the items listed on the Media Checklist (see
appendix).



Update at least annually.



Customize the media kit for each particular news release. For
instance, if the news release is about a local business expanding,
include pictures of that business, fact sheet on the local employer
and the project expansion details, contact information and quote
from the authorized representative of the business.

Responsibility

Director

Budget

Staff time only. Materials budgeted for in 2.4.

Timeline

At completion of branded materials, approximately Q3.
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3.0 Taking Care of Our Own — Business Retention &
Expansion
Nationally, more than 50% of new jobs are created
from local business expansions. When there is a well‐
developed relationship with local employers, the
business owners and managers feel appreciated and
are more likely to stay in their current location to
grow their business. But these efforts need to go
beyond retaining local businesses. The CIC needs to
be a competent facilitator of resources to support
innovation and business opportunities. This requires
a keen understanding of industry drivers, trends and
new developments.
This section is the most important part of the plan,
highly prioritized by CIC stakeholders.

“A strong business retention and expansion
program can be your best resource in
attracting new industry to your community.
Testimonies from management discussing
how your community is meetings the needs
of local industry goes much further than
slick marketing brochures… This rapport
(with local industry) is not built overnight ―
it requires a consistent pattern of reaching
out, listening, and responding
appropriately.”
Don Schjeldahl, Vice President & Director
Austin Consulting,
The Austin Company
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3.1 VALUE‐ADDED VISITATION PROGRAM
Objectives

Visits with local businesses that bring valuable solutions and resources to
the businesses.

Why this initiative is
important

Happy and successful local employers have the greatest impact on a
sustainable economy. In communities where local employers are
neglected and all economic development efforts go into business
attraction, they fail. Open communications built on trust requires an
active visitation program focused on the needs of local businesses (not
the economic development organization).

Current Situation

Although the CIC Director and Chamber of Commerce President & CEO
are visiting with local employers, the efforts are not clearly understood
and recognized as valuable by local employers. This initiative enhances
current activities for focused results.

Action Steps
1. Professional Development



Attend and participate in the International Economic Development
Council (IEDC) Business Retention & Expansion Training Course. The
course is scheduled for Columbus, OH in 2009. Registration
information is provided in the appendix.

2. Priority List



Focus on local industrial and distribution companies. Contacts should
be loaded in Executive Pulse. Review list, make updates and
additions. Be sure you have all the contacts at a company entered,
including their roles and responsibility at the company.



Retail and service companies should be visited by the Chamber of
Commerce.



Before visiting a company, it is very important to research the
company and their industry. Your goal is to walk into the meetings
knowledgeable of the company and current trend/issues of the
industry. At minimum, identify:

3. Pre‐visit Preparation

The location of company headquarters (US and international).
Parent company, if applicable.
o
Industry sector.
o
What products they make.
o
What new technologies they are developing or utilizing to be
more competitive.
o
Their key customers and suppliers.
o
Current company news.
o
Annual report, if available.
o
Number of employees.
Record information in Executive Pulse for future reference and
trending.
o





Develop questions for discussion during the meeting:
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3.1 VALUE‐ADDED VISITATION PROGRAM
o

o

4. Face‐to‐face Meetings

Start with basic questions you want to ask every employer. We
advise against asking any question you can discover through
research. CEOs and plant managers don’t have time to do your
research. You want to know what they think. For example,
 What challenges, if any are they experiencing in Logan
County?


What needs to happen to improve the situation?



What skills are difficult to find in the local labor pool?

Develop additional customized questions based on your
research.

Schedule personal appointments at least annually to:


Meet with local plant managers and human resources managers.
These can be separate meetings. You may want to segment your
priority list by quarter so that the annual workload for meetings is
spread out.
Review questions
o
Let them express their frustrations
o
Do not bring an exploding envelop of brochures on every
program available in Logan County. Instead be prepared for
immediate follow‐up with the specific answer to their questions.
o
If company has headquarters outside of Logan County, ask for
appropriate contact who you should meet with at headquarters.
Invite the local plant manager to join you and/or make the
appointment.
Meet with the appropriate contact at company headquarters (if
located outside of Logan County). If possible, have local plant
manager and Board Chairman join you on the meeting. The
objectives of the visit are to show how much you appreciate their
plant operations in Logan County and open dialogue to build a
stronger relationship with key decision makers. Most commonly,
plant closure and reductions‐in‐force decisions are made at
headquarters and not locally. To minimize costs, leverage these
meetings with other travel plans.
o



5. Follow‐up



The discussions at these meetings need to be confidential. The
objective is to build trust and facilitate solutions – not report on
company issues to the CICI Board or other public entities.



The value of your efforts will be measured by the follow‐up service
you deliver – both on what services and resources, as well as the
timeliness of response. Every positive interaction with a local
employer will build trust and respect of the CIC.



The follow‐up can be delivered in person or with the online proposal
tool.
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3.1 VALUE‐ADDED VISITATION PROGRAM

6. Tracking & Contact
Management



Then call to answer questions and provide clarification of any
information’s



Use Executive Pulse as a tool to monitor follow‐up. If you ask a
member of Team Logan to do the follow‐up you need to know it was
handled.



Be sure to update any changes in personnel and key contacts in
Executive Pulse.



Record any interactions with local companies in Executive Pulse.



Ongoing Research:
o

o

Schedule 2 to 4 updates per years to research companies and
industries
A good tool is Google news, to be alerted of news based on
company names and industry research. You may also want to
stay on top of the customers and suppliers of your local
companies.

Responsibility

Director leads initiative with Team Logan.

Budget



IEDC BRE Course: $525 (non‐member) register by 4/30/09



Travel budget for HQ meetings: $5,000/year (whenever possible
leverage with travel for other events)



IEDC BRE Course: June 11‐12, 2009



Once Executive Pulse has been purchased and training complete,
begin list prioritization and research.

Timeline
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3.2 MANUFACTURERS’ GROUP
Objectives

Establish a venue for productive interactions between local Logan County
manufacturers.

Why this initiative is
important

When local manufacturers are given the opportunity to share common
issues, solutions are more likely to surface. Often, the best resource for
local companies is peers.
Solving community‐wide issues will benefit local companies.

Current Situation

No formal connections are occurring among manufacturers to focus on
issues and needed resources. The Chamber’s Safety Committee appears
to be trying to do this; however, plant managers are not regular
participants in this group. There is a need for a higher‐level management
group.

Action Steps
1. Develop Champions



With leadership from CIC Board Chairman, identify key local
manufacturers that will be critical to buy‐in of this initiative. With a
few champions excited about the manufacturers’ group, more
people will want to be involved. This initiative needs to be driven by
local manufacturers and not the CIC so you need to develop the
leaders for this group.

2. Invite Participation



Led by the champions in Step 1, have peers solicit interest.



Champions determine best time of day, where to meet for the first
meeting. In many communities, a 6:00 am breakfast meeting is
desirable.



Send invitation letter, signed by CIC Board Chairman and champions,
for first meeting.



The agenda for meetings needs to be driven by the plant managers –
not CIC staff. The group may determine a list of topics and CIC staff
will help to bring speakers to Logan County on priority topics.



The frequency of meetings should be determined at the first
meeting.

3. Agenda

4. Solution Initiatives

As the group continues to meet and discuss challenges, issues and
common interests, initiatives may surface that need to be tackled as a
group. The CIC’s role is to facilitate resources and provide staffing to this
group. Example initiatives could focus on lean manufacturing, workforce
development – special skills, training that is currently unmet.

Responsibility

Recommend Board Chairman drive this initiative with support from
Director.

Budget

$500 ‐ 2,000 for meetings (refreshments, meals, speakers)

Timeline

Begin Q3; ongoing
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3.3 BUSINESS RECOGNITION
Objectives

Formally recognize local companies for their success and
contribution to Logan County.

Why this initiative is important

Companies stay and expand where they are appreciated. Taking for
granted the investment and contributions to the local community
could open the door to another community who pays them more
attention.
Additionally, this initiative can be a forum for educating the
community at‐large about the positive impact local companies
make to the local economy.

Current Situation

The CIC does not have a formal recognition program.

Action Steps



1. Establish Recognition
Committee



Invite CIC Board Members to serve on Recognition Committee.



Select committee chairperson – ideally a local business leader.

2. Who to Recognize



Based on company research and business visitation programs,
develop a list of accomplishments, such as:
New product launch
o
New technology & innovation developed
o
Sales growth
o
Job growth
o
Increased energy efficiency
o
Industry awards
The objective is to call attention to innovation and growth by
local manufacturers and distribution companies. You do not
have to have only one company recognized by category. Instead
think of as many ways as possible to recognize success.
o



3. Awards



Purchase a quality gift to be presented. Engrave.



Present at Annual CIC Meeting or hold a special event to honor
these achievements.
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3.3 BUSINESS RECOGNITION
4. News Releases

Brief (Max. 500 words; preferably 250 or less) story written in news
style and distributed to news directors or reporters. Short articles
will more likely be picked up.

Tip: Know your journalists.



AP style. Follow “AP Style” (the Associated Press Stylebook can
be purchased online).



No attachments: Write the release in the body of the email. Do
not send attachments. Do not include graphic backgrounds in
your email. Direct the recipient to your website for photos,
background material, etc., or say that they are available upon
request.



Minimize formatting: Some recipients receive non‐html email,
which means that any text formatting (bold, italic, sizes, colors)
will be lost.



Contact info: Include an email address and a phone contact.
Place contact info at bottom of email release instead of top.



Sender address: Send from a recognizable email address.



Subject header: Use a compelling, informative subject header. A
vague or obscure header may not be opened as the reporter
scans through hundreds of emails.



Keywords: If the press release will be posted on the website,
include keywords most likely to be searched in the body of the
story. Rule of thumb: use maximum of three keywords or
phrases and repeat them two to three times in the story. Use
the most popular word in the headline.



SPAM‐proof it: Avoid the features that SPAM filters block: ALL
CAPS; excessive punctuation, such as $$$; words such as free,
guarantee, credit card, and sex; red text. Thus, headlines in
email releases should be in upper and lower case.



Blind copy: Use the blind copy feature if mass mailing, both to
avoid sharing email addresses and to make the recipient feel
“special.”

Introduce yourself to the key
reporters (local and non-local).
Find out what they’re most
interested in and how they like
their information delivered. This
will enhance your credibility and
make your name stand out in a
very full in-box. Establish
yourself as the “go to” person for
quotes related to economic
development and business and
you will get exposure without
even trying.

Distribution


Distribution List: Include local, regional media, industry
publications, associations and economic development
magazines.



Email vs. Snail Mail? A majority of journalists now prefer e‐mail;
however it is best to ask the individual journalist what he or she
prefers.



Personalize the address: Address it to a specific person (not
“news director”) with the name spelled correctly.



Prepare for calls: Inform CIC team, recognized company
management and anyone mentioned in release that they may
be receiving inquiries; provide them with the information to
respond knowledgeably and professionally.
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3.3 BUSINESS RECOGNITION


Timing: (Times below are based on when the reporter receives
the release; allow extra time if mailing):
General news: 24‐to‐48 hour turnaround
Events: 2 to 3 weeks
Calendar Listings: 2 to 4 weeks
Feature stories: Weeks in advance; especially if it is related to
a special issue (e.g., annual business review)
Magazines: 2 to 3 months



Thank you: Send a thank you to the reporter for any published
articles.

5. Website Updates



Develop case studies and load to CIC website. Also feature in
business case page for respective industry.

Responsibility

CIC Board with assistance form CIC Director.
Director writes news releases and handles event coordination with
assistance form committee.

Budget

$500 – 1,000 for recognition gifts

Timeline

Q5 of plan (Q1 2010)
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3.4 LOCAL BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
Objectives

Develop a regular electronic newsletter that connects local employers
with value resources and information.

Why this initiative is
important

For the CIC to be regarded as a resource, you must deliver value.
Researching (implementing the Business Case initiative) information and
resources that local employers may not have time to discover on their
own will enhance the CIC’s credibility as being linked into their industry
and business. This e‐news initiative is a means to share this valuable
information.

Current Situation

No local employer‐targeted communications are being prepared and
issued from the CIC.

Action Steps

Try www.constantcontact.com or www.verticalresponse.com. These
systems also offer opt‐out options which are required by law for
electronic communications.

1. E‐News Software
2. Content

The content should be focused on helping existing businesses to be more
competitive and grow.
The stories in the newsletter should be two‐three paragraphs long, or
shorter – quick reads. There is no need for it to be fancy; it is more
important to be clean, concise, and consistent. Optionally, longer stories
can be linked back to the website. If you keep it short it will be read and
require less time of staff for development.


Provide links to resources on your website. Look to the business case
for their target industry for specialized resources. You may want to
segment your list by industry.



Link to industry association meetings and events in the region.



Publicize rankings and accomplishments (new products, market
share, etc.) of local companies.



Address solutions to issues that surface in manufacturers’ group
meetings – i.e., finding a common solution may be beneficial to more
employers than one.



Solicit input on potential topics for future issues.

Responsibility

Director with input from CIC Board and Team Logan.

Budget

$100/year for E‐news software.

Timeline

Begin in Year 2 of plan; suggest bi‐monthly or quarterly development –
decide on a timeline that can be consistently delivered.
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4.0 Competitive Business Attraction
This section of the plan describes specific
elements of a successful business attraction
program. With Logan County’s tight labor market
and the current weak economy, it is recommended
that the CIC work on fundamental tools that will
enhance competitiveness for winning in the site
search game.
The initiatives below will position Logan County
for success as the economy strengthens and
boosts the number of expansion or relocation
projects.

4.1 TARGET INDUSTRIES
Objectives

Focus business attraction efforts at industries that best match up to
Logan’s assets.

Why this initiative is
important

A shot‐gun approach is a waste of limited resources, budget and energy.
Positioning for documented growth industries that are most likely to
value what your community offers, is a strategic approach to business
recruitment.

Current Situation

Logan County has successfully expanded the auto cluster. With a slow
down in the auto industry and a desire to diversify the manufacturing
sector, the CIC pursued research to understand what would be
alternative viable industries to target.

Action Steps



Review the Target Industry Study prepared in development of this
plan.



Review Industry Intelligence and continue to research industry news,
trends, etc.

Note: Do not list the target industry study on the CIC website. Instead, it
is recommended to follow Strategic Initiative 2.5 Business Cases as the
preferred way to present information on your website about industries
you are targeting.


The Target Industry Study should be revised every five years as the
economy changes. It is likely you will not see major changes but new
opportunities may surface that should be evaluated.

Responsibility

Director is responsible for ongoing industry research to stay on top of
business issues and trends.

Budget

None

Timeline

Review study during Month 1; on‐going implementation as carried out in
following Business Attraction Initiatives.
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4.2 LEAD SOURCES
Objectives

Maximize a portfolio of lead sources to generate interest in Logan
County.

Why this initiative is
important

Without a large marketing budget, an economic development
organization must leverage relationships to expand opportunities.
Depending on one specific group for all leads limits opportunities.

Current Situation

The CIC has a very limited budget compared to other economic
development organizations. There is no capacity for an aggressive and
consistent prospecting program.
As a result, there is opportunity to leverage other groups for lead
generation more effectively than spending more money. This is an
especially smart choice since Logan’s tight labor pool does not
accommodate many new attraction projects.

Action Steps



Solicit ideas from local employers on potential companies to pursue
that would enhance their business model (i.e. suppliers, customers0



Encourage referrals from local employers. Give them a reward and
recognition for the referral when you land the company.

1. Local Employers

2. Local Realtors

It is common for businesses seeking a location to contact real estate
brokers before an economic development agency. Not all site searches
begin with economic developers. In fact, many businesses don’t know
where to start there search and think of real estate first.

3. Regional Marketing Group

4. State



Meet regularly, one‐on‐one with local real estate professionals to
market CIC resources and assistance in landing a deal. Encourage real
estate listing to be added to your website as an additional marketing
channel.



Record this activity in Executive Pulse. Consider local realtors as key
influencers to site location decisions.



Continue membership in the West Central Ohio Regional
Development Group. The cost benefit is high for the number of leads
provided by this group.



Request prospecting activity (consultants hired by the regional
group) to focus on your target industries and source geographies
presented in the Target Industry Study.



Ohio Department of Development: Schedule meetings, at least
annually, with ODOD staff to:
o
o
o
o
o

Update on your plans and what you are doing.
Identify who you are targeting (industries, key influencers).
Share your business cases.
Discuss how you can team with them.
Ask for help you need from them.
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4.2 LEAD SOURCES
Invite for tours of sites, buildings, and training facilities. Help
them to get to know your assets and desired industry targets.
The more they know about Logan County and your vision, the
more that can help you to achieve your goals.
Ohio Business Development Coalition: Schedule meetings with the
OBDC team to:
o



o
o
o
o
o
o

5. Columbus Networks



Update on your plans and what you are doing.
Identify who you are targeting (industries, key influencers).
Share your business cases.
Discuss how you can team with them.
Ask for help you need from them.
Invite for tours of sites, buildings, and training facilities. Help
them to get to know your assets and desired industry targets.
The more they know about Logan County and your vision, the
more that can help you to achieve your goals.

Target key influencers located in the Columbus Region, including site
location consultants, real estate brokers involved in tenant
representation, incentive consultants. Source contacts through:
Society of Office and Industrial realtors (SOIR) Ohio Chapter,
http://www.sior.com/Membership.asp?id=123
o
CoreNet Global Ohio Kentucky Chapter,
http://www.corenetglobal.org/chapters/ohiokentuc/
o
Columbus Chamber of Commerce
o
Also ask local brokers for introductions.
Send introduction letter and make follow‐up call to schedule and
conduct face‐to‐face meetings. Based on market focus, share
business case, and other related case studies.
o



6. Site Selector Networking



Invite for tours of Logan County. You may want to schedule a few
brokers at a time instead of individual tours. Will depend on the
contact.



Upload these contacts in Executive Pulse and track interactions.

Site Selection Consultants typically represent about 40% of all site
searches. The benefit to making a positive impression on site selectors is
that they will represent many projects over their career, where as a
company representative may only be involved in one expansion or
relocation during their entire career.
To make the greatest impact, with the least cost and time burden, in
marketing to site selection consultants, we recommend participation in
Expansion Management’s Roundtable Events. Based on your budget
constraints you can attend up to three events per year.
The agenda covers presentations by site consultants on current topics as
well as one‐on‐one networking appointments where you get the
opportunity to promote your area. Consider the event a “packaged
marketing mission”.
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4.2 LEAD SOURCES
See the appendix for 2009 Roundtable Conference Brochure. Be sure to
register early as the events typically sell‐out from popularity.
Responsibility

Director

Budget



Regional marketing group: $2,500



Columbus appointments: $1,000



Roundtable: $3,500/event



Share target industries with regional marketing group during next
meeting.



Begin scheduling meetings with local real estate brokers in 3Q 2009.



Compliment trip to Columbus for the IEDC BRE Training by
scheduling meetings with ODDO and OBDC staff.



Initiate Columbus Region Networking meetings in Q1 2009. It would
be best to have the business cases prepared for the visits. Continue
targeting and meeting with these key influencers on a regular
schedule, ideally twice per year.



Roundtable Q3 2008 or Year 2.

Timeline
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4.3 COMPETITIVE PROPOSALS
Objectives

Consistently develop competitive proposals to impress clients and earn a
site visit.

Why this initiative is
important

Without a competitive proposal Logan County could be screened out of
consideration for a desirable company location. It’s one thing to lose a
project because you don’t qualify with the right building or other
requirements, it’s far worse to lose a project because the proposal is not
complete and well‐organized to make the case for a Logan County
location.

Current Situation

The proposal for the Corporate Location Assessment was adequate but
not competitive.

Action Steps
1. Ideal Outline



The appendix presents a document detailing an Ideal Proposal
Outline – what content should be included, why it is important, and
recommended ordering. Review the document.

2. Research Content



Some of the information to be included in a proposal may be used in
many proposals. Research and organize this information in the
EDsuite On‐line Proposal System for easy reference.



The research you are doing for the Business Case (Initiative 2.5) will
be useful in preparing proposals. Organize industry‐specific content
in the EDsuite On‐line Proposal System for easy reference.



Keep in mind that all proposals will need to be customized to the
priority location factors of each client. To anticipate some of these
needs, you can review the list of priority location factors of the
Target Industry Study.



Understand the business drivers for each company. What may be the
most important factors for a location decision for one company may
not be the same for another company. Ask questions to learn why
the company needs this facility and their vision for the facility.



When you receive and RFI/RFP or meet with a company (not all
proposals are developed as a result of an RFI or RFP) ask questions
about what the site location decision is based upon. For example:

3. Customization



What’s most important to the company?
o
What is the company trying to achieve with this location?
o
What is the largest cost for development and ongoing
operations?
Use Project Checklist Form (in appendix) to document information.



Update information and track in Executive Pulse.

o

Responsibility

Director as lead; coordinate required information from Team Logan
members.

Budget

None

Timeline

Prepare basic sections of proposals while assembling Business Cases
(Initiative 2.5). Begin Q2.
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4.4 PRODUCTIVE SITE VISITS
Objectives

Consistently host clients in a manner that will help them see the benefits
of a Logan County location, without incurring stress for staff and Team
Logan members during the preparation process.

Why this initiative is
important

If you’ve made it this far in the process to earn a visit to your community,
you want to put your best forward to stay in the competition for the
business location.

Current Situation

During the Corporate Location Assessment exercise it was discovered
that this was the first site visit hosted by current CIC staff. It was an
adequate visit. This initiative will provide tips for enhancing the
productivity (and competitiveness) of future site visits.

Action Steps

To maintain consistency and quality, visits should be conducted as
follows:


Visits are coordinated by one point‐person (CIC Director)



Identify partners to be part of site visit team. Who has knowledge
and expertise for the client? Who will the client work with after the
decision is made for Logan County? Who best represents the
community and a similar industry?



Preparing for a site visit – pre‐meetings, communications, preparing
materials and information as a team.



Develop and plan site visit itinerary – Plan A. Focus on what the
client needs to make a decision.



Drive all routes prior to visit – do you notice anything that does not
present the community well? Can you fix it? How much time does it
take to drive the route?



Develop a back‐up plan: Site visit itinerary – Plan B.

Tips & Hints: additional information can be found in the appendix.


Get to know the client before they arrive. “Google” them and their
company (if you know the name).



Provide a folder with itinerary, maps and business card holder sleeve
– for an extra touch take a digital photo or instant development
photo so that the client can put a name with each person’s face.



All community participants wear name badges. Do not ask visitors to
wear name badges.



Plan for breaks so that the client can check messages or make phone
calls – give them privacy.



In between meetings and tours, question if the client is getting what
they need.



Be flexible – add to the agenda if a new relevant topic surfaces.



Stay on time. Honor your team’s schedule, unless the client requests
a schedule change. Then change, but do so quietly and behind the
scenes. Appear to be a “solution for the client” organization.
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4.4 PRODUCTIVE SITE VISITS
Follow‐up



Update Executive Pulse with site visit itinerary, questions, feedback
and follow‐up to be completed.



Verify the list of all requests, who will provide information, and
when the client expects this follow‐up information. CIC Director
should gather all follow‐up information from partners and package
response to client. Utilize the EDsuite On‐line Proposals System to
share large electronic files. Remember you have the added benefit
when using the EDsuite On‐line Proposal System to see when they
read your follow‐up information.



Send thank you gift. If client is flying, do not give to them because
they will have difficulty carrying it home.

Responsibility

Director with assistance from Team Logan

Budget

$1,000 – 2,000

Timeline

Depends on scheduling of site visits. Review now to be prepared.

4.5 PROSPECTING & FOLLOW‐UP
Objectives

Avoid elimination after the site visit.

Why this initiative is
important

Economic development business attraction (a.k.a. sales) is a process.
Competitive communities continue to communicate how much the
community wants to satisfy the needs of the prospective company. The
process does not end at the conclusion of the site visit.

Current Situation

It is unclear what steps the CIC takes after a site visit. Good things may
be happening but there is not tracking of these activities without a
contact database.

Action Steps



Be proactive – not an “order‐taker”.



Call to follow‐up on project status and offer information. Keep calling
on a regular basis (i.e. monthly or when determined by client)



Feed information to client; use data and article reprints as marketing
tools. Also share industry trend information from news clipping
service.



Understand timelines and what pressures the decision makers are
under. Offer to prepare the information they need for the
boardroom.

Responsibility

Director

Budget

None

Timeline

Based on client activity. Start now with existing clients.
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4.6 CELEBRATING SUCCCESS
Objectives

Announce wins and express appreciation to partners.

Why this initiative is
important

Many people are involved along the way to win a business attraction
project. It is important to publically welcome the new business and also
recognize everyone involved in winning the project.
Additionally, success begets success so publicity on the new attraction
will increase attention for your community.

Current Situation

Media is handled by the CIC Director and Chamber of Commerce
Membership Director.

Action Steps

Brief (Max. 500 words; preferably 250 or less) story written in news style
and distributed to news directors or reporters. Short articles will more
likely be picked up.

1. News Release



AP style. Follow “AP Style” (the Associated Press Stylebook can be
purchased online).



No attachments: Write the release in the body of the email. Do not
send attachments. Do not include graphic backgrounds in your email.
Direct the recipient to your website for photos, background material,
etc., or say that they are available upon request.



Minimize formatting: Some recipients receive non‐html email, which
means that any text formatting (bold, italic, sizes, colors) will be lost.



Contact info: Include an email address and a phone contact. Place
contact info at bottom of email release instead of top.



Sender address: Send from a recognizable email address.



Subject header: Use a compelling, informative subject header. A
vague or obscure header may not be opened as the reporter scans
through hundreds of emails.



Keywords: If the press release will be posted on the website, include
keywords most likely to be searched in the body of the story. Rule of
thumb: use maximum of three keywords or phrases and repeat them
two to three times in the story. Use the most popular word in the
headline.



SPAM‐proof it: Avoid the features that SPAM filters block: ALL CAPS;
excessive punctuation, such as $$$; words such as free, guarantee,
credit card, and sex; red text. Thus, headlines in email releases
should be in upper and lower case.



Blind copy: Use the blind copy feature if mass mailing, both to avoid
sharing email addresses and to make the recipient feel “special.”

Distribution


Distribution List: Include local, regional media, industry publications,
associations and economic development magazines.



Email vs. Snail Mail? A majority of journalists now prefer e‐mail;
however it is best to ask the individual journalist what he or she
prefers.
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4.6 CELEBRATING SUCCCESS

2. Events



Personalize the address: Address it to a specific person (not “news
director”) with the name spelled correctly.



Prepare for calls: Inform CIC team, company management and
anyone mentioned in release that they may be receiving inquiries;
provide them with the information to respond knowledgeably and
professionally.



Timing: (Times below are based on when the reporter receives the
release; allow extra time if mailing):
General news: 24‐to‐48 hour turnaround
Events: 2 to 3 weeks
Calendar Listings: 2 to 4 weeks
Feature stories: Weeks in advance; especially if it is related to a
special issue (e.g., annual business review)
Magazines: 2 to 3 months



Thank you: Send a thank you to the reporter for any published
articles.



Offer to company to organize groundbreaking and ribbon cutting
celebrations. These events should be bigger than a typical Chamber
Ambassador announcement. Invite company’s upper management,
Governor, all local elected officials, all members of Team Logan and
local media.



Present company with welcome gifts, plaques, etc.

Responsibility

CIC Director and CIC Board

Budget

$500 per event for materials and gifts

Timeline

As needed.
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5.1 FOSTERING ENTREPRENEURSHIP EARLY
Objectives

Sponsor a kid business plan competition.

Why this initiative is
important

Planting the seeds of entrepreneurship at an early age will transcend
community values and enhance the business climate for business start‐
ups.

Current Situation

Ohio Hi‐Point Career Center is a key asset of Logan County. This initiative
would build upon the strengths of the Sloan Foundations Leadership.

Action Steps



Establish a committee of business volunteers to create a criteria and
application process.



Example program Kentucky Science and Technology Corporation:
IdeaFestival (www.kstc.com)



Solicit sponsors to develop award monies.



Issue the challenge through all local school.



Host a special event day at Ohio Hi‐Point Career Center for
presentations of business plans. Have local business leaders serve as
judges to expose students to mentors and community role models.



Awards Ceremony



Publicize winners. Invite television coverage of awards program.

Responsibility

CIC Board initiate program and create committee (including school and
business leaders)

Budget

$5,000 ‐ 10,000

Timeline

Initiate in Year 3
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5.0 Growing our Own - Entrepreneurship
After the first four strategic initiatives are in full
implementation, you should begin this part of the
plan. This initiative is a strategy for longer‐term
results and not the faint of heart. However, it is worth
dedication to this initiative to develop a distinctive
advantage merited by few communities.
The benefits of entrepreneur businesses include:


Diversified regional economic base



Businesses that stay in town



Local decision making



Local wealth generation



Clusters of innovation

“Want to stand out in a competitive
environment? Grow your own local
companies. Doing this will position your
community with a distinct advantage in the
long‐term.”
Audrey Taylor, President & CEO
Chabin Concepts, Inc.
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5.2 ENTREPRENEUR NETWORKS
Objectives

Find and connect with burgeoning local entrepreneurs.

Why this initiative is
important

Entrepreneurs don’t follow the same pathways to success as traditional
Business Retention/Expansion and Attraction clients. Economic Developers
need to think and work differently to support business start‐ups and
entrepreneurs.
Entrepreneurs often become frustrated with the complex maze of
providers and services with little customization of services to meet their
young business needs.

Current Situation

There is no entrepreneurship strategy in place in Logan County. A monthly
visit from the Small Business Development Center staff person assigned to
the region is not an entrepreneurship strategy.

Action Steps
1. Professional Development



Attend the Oklahoma University Economic Development Institute’s
Entrepreneurship Training Course. http://edi.ou.edu

Definitions

What Networks are not: Groups of service providers; advocacy
organizations; happy hours
Entrepreneur Networks are: Focused on Individuals, not companies; new
civics leaders; support existing entrepreneurs and aspiring entrepreneurs

2. Launch Pilot Projects

3. Letting Go

Due to the limited capacity of the CIC, it is best to start small.


Announce networking event and hold regularly every week or so –
location should not be in government building or Chamber office.



CIC role is to facilitate connections. Don’t dictate content – let
participants determine key issues for future discussion. Don’t use the
network as a marketing channel for the CIC of Chamber.



One of the greatest benefits is entrepreneurs talking to entrepreneurs.
The entrepreneur network will be much like the Manufacturers’
Group, but for entrepreneurs.

As the network grows, it will evolve.


Build network of resources (entrepreneur‐to‐entrepreneur
connections).



Encourage spin‐offs. The original network may turn into numerous
networks.

Responsibility

Initially the CIC Director – find key leaders for group that are
entrepreneurs who eventually take over the group.

Budget

Minimal for refreshments. Could charge a nominal fee to participants to
cover costs.

Timeline

Begin Year 4
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5.3 VENTURE COMMUNITIES EVENT
Objectives

Hold a Venture Communities Event to identify and assist innovation
entrepreneurs.

Why this initiative is
important

All the resources demanded by entrepreneurs are commonly not found
in one community, let a lone a rural area like Logan County. This event
has a proven track record to enhance local entrepreneur efforts.

Current Situation

There is no entrepreneurship strategy in place in Logan County. A
monthly visit from the Small Business Development Center staff person
assigned to the region is not an entrepreneurship strategy.

Action Steps

A complete handbook, based on the Workforce Innovation in Regional
Economic Development (WIRED) recipient California Innovation Corridor,
experiences with Venture Communities can be found in the appendix.

Responsibility

CIC Board lead for community. Involve county‐wide partners.

Budget

$2,500 – 25,000 per event

Timeline

Initiate planning in Year 4 for Year 5 event.
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Budget Summary
The following table presents budget figures for the proposed elements of the Roadmap. Year one of this
plan (2009) is heavily weighted on getting tools, information and your team in place.

Logan County Community Improvement Corporation
Economic Development Roadmap
T ac tic s with B u dg et Items

200 9

201 0

201 1

201 2

201 3

Contact Database [tool]

$10,500

$1,575

$1,575

$1,575

$1,575

Annual Report

‐0‐

$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

Data Tables & Research

$5,900

Google Adwords

$1,200

$3,600

$3,600

$4,800

$4,800

Electronic Proposal System [tool]

$2,998

$1,599

$1,599

$1,599

$1,599

Packaging & Fulfillment – Style guide

$500‐
1,000

‐0‐

‐0‐

‐0‐

‐0‐

Packaging & Fulfillment – Branded materials

$10,000‐
15,000

‐0‐

$2,000

$10,000

‐0‐

BRE: IEDC BRE Course

$525

‐0‐

‐0‐

‐0‐

‐0‐

BRE: Headquarter Visits

$2,500

$5,000

$5,000

$5,000

$5,000

BRE: Manufacturers’ Group

$500 ‐
$1,000

$1,000 ‐
$2,000

$1,000 ‐
$2,000

$1,000 ‐
$2,000

$1,000 ‐
$2,000

BRE: Local Business Recognition

$500 –
$1,000

$500 –
$1,000

$500 –
$1,000

$500 –
$1,000

$500 –
$1,000

BRE: Local Business Communications (E‐
newsletter)

$100

$100

$100

$100

$100

Business Attraction: West Central Ohio
Regional Development Group

$2,500

$2,500

$2,500

$5,000

$5,000

Business Attraction: Columbus
Appointments

$500 ‐
$1,000

$1,000

$1,000

$1,000

$1,000

Business Attraction: Site Visits

$1,000 –
2$,000

$1,000 –
$2,000

$1,500 –
$2,500

$3,000 –
$4,000

$3,000 ‐
$4,000

Business Attraction: Celebration Events

$500

$500 ‐
$1,000

$500 ‐
$1,000

$500 ‐
$1,000

$1,000 –
$2,000

Entrepreneurship: Kid Business Plan
Competition

‐0‐

‐0‐

$5,000 –
$10,000

$5,000 –
$10,000

$5,000 –
$10,000

Entrepreneurship: Venture Communities
Event

‐0‐

‐0‐

‐0‐

‐0‐

$2,500 –
$25,000

TOTAL

$39,723 –
$47,723

$28,374 –
$31,374

$35,874 ‐
$43,874

$49,074 –
$57,074

$42,074 –
$73,074
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Executing the Plan
To begin implementation, the Logan County CIC Board needs to review, comment and adopt the
Economic Development Roadmap. Although a suggested timeline has been included for each initiative, it
is highly recommended that the CIC Board discuss and prioritize the strategic initiatives. Most of the
Initiatives are not a one time activity but ongoing services.

Implementation Timeline
The following table summarizes all Strategic Initiatives and corresponding timeline for implementation.

2009
2010
2011 2012 2013
TASKS
1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q
Strategic Initiative 1: ORGANIZE TO COMPETE
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

Team Logan
Business Resources
Contact Database
Repor ting

Strategic Initiative 2: RADAR SCREEN
2.1 Key Message Platfor m
2.2 Internet Presence
Data and Enhancements
Google Adwords

2.3 Electronic Proposal System
2.4 Packaging & Fulfi llment
2.5 Business Case
2.6 Media Checkli st
Strategic Initiative 3: TAKING CARE OF OUR OWN: BUSINESS RETENTION & EXPANSION
3.1 Value-added Visitation Progr am
3.2 Manufacturers' Group
3.3 Business Recognition Pr ogram
3.4 Local Business Comm unications
Strategic Initiative 4: COMPETITIVE BUSINESS ATTRACTION
4.1 Target Industries
4.2 Lead Sources
Regional Marketing Group - share target s
Local R eal Estate Meetings
Columbus Region Networking Meeting
Roundtable Event s

4.3 Competitive Pr oposals
4.4 Productive Site Visits
4.5 Prospecting & Follow-up
4.6 Celebrating Success
Strategic Initiative 5: GROWING OUR OWN - ENTREPRENEURSHIP
5.1 Fostering Early Entr epreneurship
5.2 Entrepreneur Networks
4.7 Venture Communities Event
Immediate Action
On-going
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30-60-90 Day Action Items
Given the detail in the Logan County CIC’s Economic Development9 Roadmap, it could be overwhelming.
The goal is to ensure preparation is being done; your team is organized with the right resources, tools
and staffing to accomplish the job. Using the following 30‐60‐90‐day matrix as a guide will help to
schedule launch of this strategic plan.

Launch Schedule
First 30 days

First 60 days

First 90 days



CIC Board adopts Roadmap



Team Logan Orientation





Review entire plan and
Target Industry Study



Request assistance form
Team Logan on Business
Resources

Load Business Resource
information to website



CIC Board Report



Assemble Proof Points and
photos



Positioning Statement



Data updates and website
enhancements continue



Contact Chabin with
questions (always
available).



Load contacts into Executive
Pulse



Identify potential team
members for Team Logan



Continue Executive Pulse
training



Invite Participation on Team
Logan



CIC Board Report



Adopt Key Messages



Start assembling business
resource information



Assemble Proof Points



Purchase Executive Pulse



Website enhancements



Schedule training for
Executive Pulse



Load content into EDsuite
On‐line Library



Develop report template of
Roadmap tactics



Review Website Review
Report; share with
webmaster.



Order Data Tables (and
research)



Purchase EDsuite On‐line
Proposal System.



Training on EDsuite On‐line
Proposal System
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About the Consulting Team
Chabin Concepts’ core competency is in realistic, achievable and measurable actions:
•

strategic thinking,

•

creative marketing, and

•

economic development program implementation.

Our goal is to position cities, counties and states to win new jobs and investment by creating a Roadmap
supplemented with a Toolbox to achieve their goals and objectives – delivering strategic solutions,
tactics and tools to accomplish the mission.
We are more than a consulting group – we are your solutions network. We use our network to bring our
clients the best practices of renowned experts in urban and rural economic development, site location
analysis and hands‐on experience in implementing and managing competitive and results‐oriented
economic development programs.
We value every client and project, respecting the characteristics, heritage and goals of each community,
their stakeholders and their economic development team. We commit to integrating our values, integrity
and philosophy to create success:
•

Involvement of the community and all partner organizations.

•

Research that is tailored to your specific areas of interest and industry focus.

•

An experienced and diverse team of professionals to bring you specialized expertise,
knowledge and techniques.

•

Innovative strategies and creative economic development tools.

•

Tactical plans designed for implementation.

•

Effective and successful economic development roadmaps ‐ integrating resources,
innovative tools and creative marketing ‐ for communities to accomplish their goals
consistent with their values.

Our team for the Logan County Economic Development Roadmap included Chabin Concepts personnel:
Audrey Taylor, President & CEO, Allison Larsen, Principal, Lindy Hoppough, Director of Editorial
Services, and Renee Stratton, Production Manager; Austin Consulting personnel: Don Schjeldahl, Vice
President & Director; Jonathan Gemmen, Location Analyst; and research assistance from Sarah Murley,
Founding Partner of Applied Economics. International site location consultants worked as strategic
partners with the Chabin Team advising on the external perceptions of Logan County.

Appendix
1. Baseline economic Indicators Report
2. Corporate Location Assessment Presentation
Corporate Location Assessment Report
3. Team Logan Inviation Letter
Team Logan Kick‐Off Meeting Agenda
Business Resource Inventory Form
Local Services Sample Form
Hiring & Training Sample Form
Financing Sample Form
Technical Assistance Services Sample Form
Incentives Sample Form
Executive Pulse Description
Executive Pulse Pricing
Executive Pulse Announcement, February 2009
4. Website Evaluation & Action Plan
EDsuite Expansion Set
Logan Search Engine Optimization
Google AdWords
Electronic Proposal Systems
Business Case
Press Kit
5. Taking Care of Our Own ― Business Retention & Expansion
6. Competitive Attractions
7. Growing Our Own ― Entrepreneurship
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Chabin Concepts

Austin Consulting

2515 Ceanothus Suite 100

6095 Parkland Blvd

Chico, CA 95973

Cleveland, Ohio 44121

530‐345‐0364

(440) 544‐2617

www.chabinconcepts.com

www.theaustinconsulting.com

